Keep your course looking good with the I-Stripe 22.

IT STRIPES, IT CLEANS, IT MOWS COLLARS.

Tidy up your tees with the versatile I-Stripe 22. Not only does this unique rotary mower stripe your tee boxes with its rear roller drive system, it handles a variety of maintenance tasks...to keep your course looking great.

Along with creating a classic striped finish on your tees and around the clubhouse, it vacuums divots and tees from your practice tees and tee boxes. And the HOC can be changed from 1/2" up to 2 1/2" with a single lever adjustment—no tools required.

For more information on the I-Stripe 22, contact National Mower at 800.907.3465 x105 or by e-mailing stan@nationalmower.com. If you have high-speed Internet access, view an online demo video at www.nationalmower.com.